Test results by Performance Service and Repair
Test performed my Rusty Schwinn:

Test One: Filter moisture and the problems that come with it. When a filter is accompanied by moisture the dirt particles become more condensed thus making it even harder for the engine to breath. This is much like mixing concrete. We took two identical machines. One worked twelve hours on a sunny day and the other worked twelve hours in the rain. When we pulled the two filters, the one with moisture it weighed 5 pounds more than the one that was without moisture. After using the Filter Blaster on each filter the filters weight difference was only 1 lbs. We then used the Filter Blaster for an additional two minutes on the moist filter and the result was the same weight. So I can safely say that the Filter Blaster device will reduce the moisture content within a filter by at least 25% with just 45 seconds of use. Granted we do not have the humidity here in Idaho like they do back East or in the South but the bottom line is that moisture along with the dirt plugs filters faster.

Sincerely
Rusty Schwinn
Performance Service and Repair.